Saudi prince buys his 80 falcons a plane seat apiece
Required Annotations
Comprehension

Student-Created Annotations

Summary / Questions / Reflection

Stems: hyper-above, over; hypo-under, below.
Previous stems: spec, inter, con

Comments

A photograph of 80 falcons belonging to a Saudi prince flying on a plane,
each with an individual seats, became an internet sensation after it was posted
on Reddit.
The image of the flight with the hooded birds occupying a large section of
the plane was taken by the pilot and shared by Reddit user lensoo.
Although having so many birds on a plane is fairly unusual, several airlines
serving the Gulf States permit passengers to bring falcons aboard with them,
including Etihad Airways, Emirates, Qatar Airways and Royal Jordanian
Airlines.
Noted the Mashable website, “One Redditor points out that this flight
probably isn’t Qatar economy class because its policy states that only six
falcons are permitted in economy class at a time.” Indeed, Qatar Airways said
it had established that the flight was not one of Qatar Airways’, saying that the
cabin interior and crew uniforms are incorrect.
According to its website, Qatar Airlines allows passengers to bring “one
falcon on board the Economy Class passenger cabin of an aircraft, and a
maximum of six falcons are permitted within the Economy Class cabin of an
aircraft (country regulations may apply).” It even has a page of rates for
transporting falcons across the region. The planes are equipped with
hypoallergenic air filters to keep hypersensitive passengers from having
allergic reactions to the birds.
Lufthansa has special stands for first class passengers to put their falcons
on during flight.
The United Arab Emirates has issued passports for falcons since 2002 and
has issued tens of thousands of travel documents for the birds.
Falconry is an ancient and important part of the Arab heritage and culture
and is very popular in the Gulf States. There are two breeding farms in the
Emirates, as well as those in Qatar and Saudi Arabia, and Abu Dhabi has the
largest falcon hospital in the world. It is estimated that there are approximately
3,000 birds used for falconry in the Arabian Peninsula.
The Quran permits Muslims to eat animals that “trained dogs and falcons
catch for you. You train them according to Allah’s teachings.”

Questions
1. If a seat on the flight cost $1,900, how much did the Saudi prince pay to transport his falcons?
2. What can you infer about Lufthansa? What is it? How do you know?
3. What country does the “Saudi prince” come from?
4. How do you think the other passengers on the plane felt about haing so many falcons on the flight?
5. Judging from the article, how big are falcons?
6. Mark the text to indicate how the author includes information to make sure people who don’t know what falcons are can
figure it out without looking up the word.
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